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Abstract—We present several photonic integrated WDM
cross-connect switch architectures to realize disaggregated
metro nodes and high performance intra datacenter networks.
The WDM switches exploit SOAs for loss-less and nanoseconds
wavelength, space, and time switching operation.
Keywords—Photonic integrated circuit, optical switching,
semiconductor optical amplifiers

I. INTRODUCTION
Photonic integrated WDM cross-connect switch
architectures with wavelength, space, and time switching
operation are key building blocks to realize high
performance and flexible optical networks. Moreover, the
fast switching operation is beneficial for statistical
multiplexing and low latency operation. Their applications
range from telecom metro-access and metro core networks [1,
2], in which dynamic traffic, flexibility, cost, and power
consumption are key parameters, to intra data center
networks, in which low latency, high capacity and high
connectivity are the key parameters. The advantages of
deploying optical switching technologies are multi-fold:
transparency to data-rate and data-format allows for
extremely high I/O bandwidth without implementing signaldependent interfaces. Moreover, switching the data signals in
the optical domain has the potential to overcome the scaling
issues of electronic switches [3]. The high capacity helps to
flatten the network topology avoiding bandwidth bottleneck
and large latency caused by hierarchical structures. Massive
O/E/O conversions can be eliminated improving the energyefficiency and cost-efficiency. In this paper, we present an
optical metro node architecture and an intra DC network
architecture that exploits the WDM optical cross-connect
nodes for interconnecting network elements as well as
computing and storage resources.

Fig. 1. Simplified illustration of the metro–access network (colored lines are
illustrative of optical packet routes).

II. OPTICAL METRO NODE BASED ON WDM SWITCHES
In Fig. 1 it is shown the proposed metro–access
network composed of different OADM node elements that
interconnect the end users (5G, PON, Edge computing, etc.)
to the metro-access and hence to higher level networks.
Each add-drop switch can route the traffic in three ways: It
can drop the incoming data packet to the end user to be
further processed, pass-through the traffic to the next node
in the network or can serve as a bridge for adding locally
generated traffic to the network ring. The configuration of
each add-drop node is decided by a software defined
networking (SDN) controller that acts as an orchestrator and
sets the state of the network elements accordingly to
generated control look-up tables.
The architecture of the photonic integrated wavelength,
space and time WDM switch module used as the add-drop
node is illustrated in Fig. 2. From the schematic in Fig. 2
(left) it can be seen that the modular WDM PIC is composed
of a 1:2 multimode interferometer (MMI) based power
splitter that broadcasts the incoming WDM signal to two
identical wavelength blocker (WB) modules.
Each WB consists of two AWGs and 8 SOA based optical
gates. The first 1x8 AWG operates as wavelength demultiplexer. Turning on or off the 8 optical gate SOAs
determines which channel wavelength is forwarded to the
output or is blocked. The broadband operation of the SOAs
enables the selection of any wavelength in the C band. The
second 8x1 AWG operates as a wavelength multiplexer.
Broadcast operation is also possible with this architecture.
Moreover, the amplification provided by the SOA
compensates for the insertion losses of the two AWGs.
According to this configuration, the two WBs resolve which
channel is passed through and which one is dropped (or drop
& continue by enabling the SOAs in both WBs) in a
wavelength-selective fashion inside the add-drop node.
Since the two WBs process the same incoming WDM signal
the SDN controller regulates the wavelength selection
complementarity in case there is no broadcasting between
the pass and drop branches.
The fabricated PIC chip (Fig. 2, on the right) has been
processed in an InGaAsP/InP multi-project wafer (MPW)
with standard cell size (4 mm x 4.6 mm). On the fabricated
device the 8 optical gate quantum well active SOAs (950
μm long) of each WB are also preceded and followed by
two booster SOAs (1 mm and 2 mm, respectively) at the
input and output stages. These boosters compensate for the
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the modular WDM PIC switch (left). Microscope image of the PIC (right).

on-chip splitting losses and fiber-to-chip coupling losses.
The light-yellow electrodes are routed on-chip by gold metal
tracks and then wire bonded to neighboring PCBs. The
AWGs are designed with a channel spacing (CS) of 2.4 nm
and a free spectra range (FSR) eight times the CS, suitable to
fit the cell size of the MPW. Lensed fibers are used to couple
the light with angled input/output waveguides to reduce light
reflections. Experimental validation of the WDM photonic
integrated add-drop node was performed with eight optical
input channels spaced by 2.4 nm modulated using an
amplitude modulator driven by 40 Gb/s PRBS (215-1) NRZOOK pattern generator. Fig. 3 reports the measured spectra
at the chip input and output (4 channels dropped and 4
passed). It can be seen that the measured contrast ratio of the
WB module is more than 30 dB for the selected channels
with respect to the blocked ones. Considering an average
output power of -5 dBm/channel and 6 dB/facet fiber-to-chip
coupling losses an on-chip gain of 10 dB is estimated. Error
free operation with BER power penalty less than 2 dB was
measured. More details on the performance of the switch can
be found in [4].

Fig. 3. Measured spectra of four blocked and four forwarded channel
wavelengths (wls) for WDM 40 Gb/s NRZ-OOK traffic.

optical switch interconnects the M ToRs. The inter-cluster
network consists of M independent NxN optical
switches that interconnect the ToRs of different clusters,
namely the m-th optical switch interconnects the ToRm of
each cluster, with m=1,..,M. Fast flow control is
implemented to solve packet contention due to the lack of
optical buffer [5]. The advantages of this architecture are
multiple. First, the parallel instead of hierarchical operation
makes the DCN bounded in a flat way. Second, the scaling
out of the ToRs goes as the square of the optical switch
radix; by using 32x32 optical switches, such architecture
could interconnect more than 1000 TORs (40000 servers).
Third, the transparency to data rate and data format of the
optical switch could allow for scaling up the data rate per
link without changing the infrastructure, or adding more
switching ports. Four, the sub-microseconds reconfiguration
time of the optical switches allows to operate on long as
well as on short flows exploiting statistical multiplexing.
Five, no optical buffers are required, small electrical buffers
at the TORs
due to the short distance between the TORs allows an
efficient implementation of the optical flow control to
guarantee high performance of the DCN. Last, multiple
paths are available which improve the fault tolerance and
allow load balancing for further improving the performance
of the DCN. Details on the operation and performance of
this DCN architecture is reported in [5].
The schematic of the optical wavelength, space, and time
WDM cross-connect switch employed to realize the optical
metro node architecture and the DCN architecture discussed
above is illustrated in Fig. 5. The non-blocking optical
cross-connect has N inputs, and each input can process M
different wavelengths. The modular cross-connect processes
the N WDM inputs in parallel by the

Fig. 4. Intra-DCN network based on WDM cross connect switches.

III. OPTICAL DATA CENTER NETWORKS BASED ON WDM
CROSS-CONNECT SWITCHES
The DCN architecture based on WDM cross-connect
switches is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of two parallel intraand inter-cluster networks. An intra-cluster MxM

Fig. 5. Schematic of the WDM cross-connect switch.
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respective optical modules, and forwards the individual
wavelength channels to any output ports according to the
wavelength channels to any output ports according to the
switching control signals provided by the control plane.
Each optical module consists of a 1:N splitter to broadcast
the WDM channels to the N wavelength selective switches
(WSS). The outputs of the N WSSs are connected to the N
wavelength combiners of the respective N output ports.
Each WSS can select one or more wavelength channels and
forward the channels to the output ports according to the
control signals. The WSS consists of two AWGs and M
SOA based optical gates. Turning ON or OFF the M SOA
optical gates determines which wavelength channel is
forwarded to the output or is blocked. Multicast operation is
also possible with this architecture. The broadband
operation of the SOA enables the selection of any
wavelength in the C band. Moreover, the amplification
provided by the SOA compensates the losses introduced by
the two AWGs. Scaling the port-count leads to a linear
increase in components and energy consumption, by
employing copies of the identical modules.
Based on the schematic shown in Fig. 5, an InP integrated
photonics chip was designed as a 1x8 wavelength-selective
switch. The fabricated switch using the generic integration
platform offered by SMART Photonics is shown in Fig. 6b.
Light is coupled into the chip via a spot-size converter then
amplified by an integrated SOA and broadband divided over
8 switch modules. The switch module consists of two
AWGs (arrayed waveguide gratings) with a channel spacing
of 400 GHz. The first AWG demultiplexes the incoming
light into 8 channels, each fitted with an SOA that acts as a
gate. Light passes through when the SOA is pumped above
its transparency current and is then multiplexed via the
second AWG to an output spot-size converter. The electrical
interfaces were designed to allow both wire bonding and
flip-chip bonding.
To avoid the costly alignment of many individual optical
fibers to the InP chip, a PLC silica chip is butt-jointed to the
InP chip described above, with minimal coupling loss
Pitch converter
based on Silica PLC

ensured by the spot-size converters on the PLC (Fig. 6a).
The pitch converter based on silica PLC adapts the pitch of
InP chip outputs (1000, 750m) to that of fiber array
block(250m). At the output, optical fibers are pigtailed to
the PLC allowing facile connection to the network using a
shuffle network to interconnect the outputs of the 8 1x8
modules to the 8 WDM output ports. The packaged optical
switch is controlled by the specially designed SOA driving
board supporting sub-nano second switching operation.
Lastly, all the packaged active and passive optical
components are installed on the line card shown in Fig. 6c
which provides the physical and electric communication
interfaces with optical signals and upper layer control
signals, respectively. Switching operation and more details
on the switch has been reported in [6].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We presented different photonic WDM optical crossconnect architectures as the main building block for
realizing an optical metro node and a flat DCN architecture.
Exploiting the gain of the SOAs and the fast (nanoseconds)
switching time, the WDM cross-connects allow lossless and
statistical multiplexing for flexible and high-performance
optical metro node and DCN architecture.
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Fig. 6. Photonic integrated WDM cross-connect switch. a) PLC pitch converter. b) InP photonic switch. c) Linecard embedding
InP photonic switch and electronics.
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